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Abstract 
Gendering the global governance of migration carries with it the risk of a diffuse inquiry unless 
it is methodologically settled in a discipline or the scope of the interdisciplinary study is clearly 
outlined. In this piece, we chose a legal analytical angle adopting treaty interpretation practice 
of public international law to investigate why the choice of (and missing) categories of migrant 
worker admission in bilateral migration and trade agreements matters for why how many 
migrant women move thru bilateral (labor) migration agreements and trade agreements 
(gender ratio). This piece next takes the legal inquiry a step further by examining the cases 
brought by migrants in French administrative courts against refusal of a work permit or an 
exceptional admission for stay under a bilateral migration agreement (BLA) to discuss if 
France’s BLAs provide a market access for migrant women that actually is relevant, specific and 
effective enough to improving their economic status.  Ultimately, this case study pursues the 
objective to theorize trade and migration agreements as forming diverging concepts of global 
migration governance in view to question the adequacy of global governance as a frame in a 
feminized labor migration environment. 
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